
IoT Smart Home & Connected Car Convergence Insights from Patents:  
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/iot-smart-home-connected-car-convergence-insights-alex-g-?trk=hp-feed-article-title-publish


IoT Healthcare/Medical Devices Insights from Patents:  
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/iot-healthcaremedical-devices-insights-from-patents-alex-g-?trk=pulse_spock-articles

IoT Connected Car Insights from Patents:  https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/iot-connected-car-insights-from-patents-alex-g-lee-ph-d-j-d-clp?published=t


5G for Internet of Things & Patents:  https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/5g-internet-things-patents-alex-g-lee-ph-d-j-d-clp?published=t
Samsung IoT R&D Insights from Patents:

Samsung IoT Strategy & Patent Exploitation:

Cisco IoT R&D Insights from Patents:  http://www.slideshare.net/alexglee/cisco-iot-rd-insights-from-patents


IoT Disruptive Innovation & Patent Exploitation:

IoT Smart Home & Connected Car Convergence Insights from Patents:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/iot-smart-home-connected-car-convergence-insights-alex-g-?published=t

IoT Business Implications of Joint Infringement (Akamai v. Limelight):
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/iot-business-implications-joint-infringement-akamai-v-alex-g-?trk=pulse_spock-articles


Patent Analysis for the IoT Wireless Connectivity Standards: